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Tuesday October 13, 2020 11:28am PDT Julie CloverAfter introducing the iPhone 12 mini, iPhone 12, iPhone 12 Pro, and iPhone 12 Pro Max, Apple released iOS and iPadOS 14.1 Golden Master Beta for Developers, with iOS 14.1 update presumably coming pre-installed on new iPhones at launch. The new updates are available for
download from Apple's developer portal. Earlier today, these software releases were arranged as ... Read the latest science news on your iPhone with DISCOVER Magazine.DISCOVER Magazine is a free iPhone app from Kalmbach Publishing Co. that gives you a report on the latest developments in science, medicine and technology.
The magazine delivers you the latest theories in the world of science, compelling stories and breakthroughs in health care. medicine and mind. It is also an environmental issue relevant to our daily lives and it is an impact on our future. Download DISCOVER magazine now and take an exciting adventure on Science.Visit Tom's Guide for
more of the best free games apps for the iPhone. Download We are big fans of Affinity Designer, a subscription-based, Mac alternative to Adobe Illustrator that launched last year. But getting your head around new software can sometimes seem daunting. Thus, its creators, Serif, have released a digital magazine to act as a soft
introduction to the app and what it can do. Created in iBooks format, the first issue of Affinity Review includes an update on the latest Affinity developmentsan interview with Jonathan Ball of pokedstudioa meet and greet with the head of the Affinity Dev teama vector drawing tutorial from bubblefriendsa feature to focus on Tool Pen's
Affinity Designerdetails exclusive free-vector brush set designed by Paulo LimonelliC. We strongly recommend this great read for anyone who uses, or is considering using, Affinity Designer. (And we're not just saying that because they write good things about Creative Bloq in the magazine...) What do you think of Affinity Designer? Let us
know in the comments! Like this? Read this! TechRadar is supported by the audience. When you buy by linking to our website, we can earn a partner commission. Learn more The best free tools, apps and games. TechRadar newsletter Sign up for the latest news, reviews, opinions, analysis and more, as well as hot tech deals! Thanks for
signing up for TechRadar. You will receive a check letter soon. There was a problem. Please update the page and try again. No spam, we promise. You can unsubscribe at any time and we will never share your data without your permission.
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